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The Olympics just opened in London, while I sit in a jungle in Peru and think about the spectacle 

of sports and politics. We fondly remember events like Jesse Owens winning Gold and upsetting 

Hitler's vision of a Berlin Nazi Olympics in 1936, and generally share a distaste for multi-

millionaire athletes and multi-billionaire team owners who want to strike or lockout every season 

because rich isn't rich enough for them. Fresh off the opening ceremony is as good a time as any 

to discuss the always controversial but ever present marriage of sports and politics, and how the 

Catalina Invitational Racquetball Tour happened in 1981 and how it changed the sport. 

I have heard stories from countless players over the last thirty years, that had it not been for the 

Catalina Tour, they would have made it big in racquetball. Their careers were ruined, they 

protested, forehanding parts along assembly lines and backhanding pencils across desks. Some of 

their stories ring true but the numbers don't add up.  

At no time, since I was the first player to have a professional racquetball contract with Leach 

Industries and The National Racquetball Club, seconds before my arch nemesis on court and 

respected friend off court, Charlie Brumfield, signed second, have more than twenty players in 

one season made a decent living playing pro racquetball. This didn't change appreciably between 

1981 and 1983, but what did change was that the limited players who did make it big for the first 

time were hand selected as part of a political process and didn't just earn their status on the 

hardwood of the racquetball courts.  

Who was in and who was out on the new 1981 invitational tour?  The top three players on tour in 

the early and mid-seventies, Charlie Brumfield, Steve Serot, and I, had all just retired from the 

game, so a changing of the guard was inevitable. Unlike you may have read, we weren't thrown 

out, we left on our own. Serot went back to St. Louis to pursue a successful insurance career, 

Brumfield settled permanently in San Diego and argued his points in a court of a different sort, 

and I went traveling through Mexico and South America taking in sites and seeding racquetball 

in one of my early pursuits of travel and adventure. 

The high profile Catalina tour was to originally consist of four-time defending National 

Champion, Marty Hogan, along with nine of the top players on tour, Mike Yellen, Dave Peck, 

Rich Wagner, Steve Strandemo, Craig McCoy, Donny Thomas, Dave Fleetwood, Doug Cohen, 

John Eggerman, and two young, hard hitting teen phenoms, Bret Harnett and Gregg Peck, with 

the very capable Scott Hawkins and Ed Andrews as alternate players. At first glance it's a 

murderer`s row of proven champions and talented young guns that would make a heck of a tour.  

What you'd be missing in that glance was the players who were omitted like former NRC and 

IPRO National Champions, Davey Bledsoe and Jerry HI lecher, Pro Racquetball Rookie of the 

Year and top five player Benny Koltun, and the best Canadian players, Lindsay Myers, Ross 

Harvey and Brad Kruger. Additionally, new players who wanted to give the tour a go would 

have very limited opportunities to quality. The new tour also came with a novel scoring format 

that's stuck to this day. The twenty-one point games were gone and replaced by three-out-of-five 

games to eleven to make the matches quicker and more fan friendly. 

 

By rule, there would be only four qualifying spots per regular season event, and no not-invited 

player could qualify in more than two Catalina Tour events per season. By qualifying at least 

once you were eligible to try to qualify and play in the three supplemental yearend events: The 

Catalina Finals, the Ektelon Nationals, and the Granddaddy of them all the Leach Pro Nationals. 



With these rules even if they were willing to play in the qualifying rounds, Hilecher, Bledsoe, 

Koltun, Myers and the rest could play a maximum of five tournaments on an eleven stop tour.  

Now that you know the on court players and understand the official rules, the big question 

remaining is why? Was Catalina Tour Executive Director and my housemate of three years 

Charlie Drake crazy? Were Hogan and the other top players whom I roomed with afraid of 

competition? What was driving this change? The answers are as simple as the questions.  

My old friend from Michigan and sometimes doubles partner, Drake wasn't crazy. He was an 

astute businessman, master of manipulating circumstance and a Doctor of Sociology. No, Hogan 

and the guys weren't afraid of playing the best players, for the most part, since they were the best 

and enjoyed tough competition. The new tour was driven by two things that ultimately corrupt all 

pro sports: power and money. 

 

By 1981, NRC founder Bob Kendler was on his last legs physically and no longer in a position 

to lead. He passed away a year later quietly in church just after the eighth and final NRC/Leach 

Pro Nationals in 1982. Leach was now owned by DP who thought the big money they invested 

annually on the pro tour wasn't really necessary. Seamco was gone as a viable company and 

certainly as a viable sponsor. IPRO founder Bill Tanner had dropped out of pro racquetball and 

sponsored his last event. Ektelon had been sold to Browning who thought sponsoring one pro 

tournament a year was plenty. The upshot is Charlie Drake was left with all the power but none 

of the usual sources of money. He was clearly in control of the tour but without a major sponsor 

there would be no tour.  

 

Ed Murphy, President of Catalina, liked racquetball. He already sponsored Hogan and a couple 

of events and thought that it would be a good vehicle to stretch his successful swimwear line in 

to an even broader sports appeal. Catalina was a division of the major conglomerate Golf 

Western, so a few hundred grand here or there was nothing to them. Drake approached Murphy 

who liked the idea of doing an invitational racquetball exhibition tour with Hogan and a few 

other players who would wear Catalina at all times. When it became apparent to Drake that none 

of the other logical sponsors were stepping up, the Catalina Tour became the only tour. What 

started as a fashion exhibition circuit of racquetball players had become an ill-conceived 

invitational pro tour.  

Catalina had no problem forking over enough cash to make the events worthwhile, but oddly the 

high cost of the Catalina clothing helped do in the tour. Each player was to wear Catalina apparel 

on and off the court during events. Unlike normal racquetball attire, a full Catalina wardrobe cost 

$5,000 per player. The bill to outfit the twelve full-time and two alternates was a whopping 

$70,000, and adding additional outfits would have cut the prize money and Drake's profit. In 

order to work within the Catalina parameters and still make a buck, Drake's new invitational tour 

was limited to a dozen players of his choosing. 

As mentioned, top players like Bledsoe, Hilecher and Koltun were left off, and that didn't sit well 

with Jerry Hilecher. A competitor to the end on and off the court, Jerry filed suit and took Drake 

and Catalina to court. At the same time, Jerry proved his case on the racquetball court, winning 

the first two events beating Hogan, Yellen and the rest all the way and showing everyone that he 

was too good to be left off the tour. A key to his quick success was the new shorter 11-point 

games and three-out-of-fire match that favored the streak players of which Jerry was the most 

explosive in history with aces and booming forehands.  

  



After a couple of events the first season, Dave Fleetwood put down his racquet and went to work 

with Memphis media mogul and former IRA president, Bill Tanner. After the court case was 

settled, Jerry took Fleetwood's spot and was one of the top players during two Catalina seasons. 

Dave Peck and Mike Yellen enjoyed tremendous success on the Catalina tour, and both captured 

the #1 ranking for the first time, Peck in 1982 and Yellen in 1983. Though Marty Hogan won his 

fifth consecutive Pro Nationals and more prize money and more events than any other player 

over the two Catalina years, he lost his #1 ranking on tour and it took him a half dozen years 

after Catalina left the sport to officially regain it. I was worst dressed of the early champs in dual 

colored Converse Chucks and stenciled shirts ´Refuse Sucrose´, so besides traveling in the 

autumn of my career would have been the last Catalina offered a contract.  

What made Marty lose his edge? The answer to that lies with the tour's official ball, the Voit 

Rollout Blue. Several months before Catalina, I had given Hogan a drubbing in the Voit 

Championship finals 21-5, 21-6 with the same ball. Some of it might have been attributed to 

Marty body surfing in the waves, red eyes and clogged ears that made the dead ball sound deader 

than it was, but the main reason that day is he simply wasn't the same dominant player with the 

slow Voit Blue as with the superfast Seamco. As much as Marty could dominate them with the 

fast ball, Peck, Yellen and Hilecher were all basically on par with him using the much slower 

one. The only thing Marty hated more than that slow Voit ball was having his Doberman 

Maxwell fetch it back to him. 

Drake, Hogan, and all the top players on tour did well financially and while it wasn't the evil plot 

that some make it out to be, the closed tour stunted the growth of the sport. The bottom line is 

always simply, and the bottom line when sport, money and politics collide is it's usually the fans 

that lose. 

 


